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DISTRICT: NALBARI 

IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS CUM MUNSIFF 

NO- 1, NALBARI 

 

   GR Case No: 122 of 2013 

 

 

 

State of Assam 

 

Vs 

 

 

    Sri Bapan Baishya 

 

     .…. Accused person 

 

 

Present : Dulumoni Das, JMFC CUM MUNSIFF NO- 1, NALBARI 

  

Learned Advocates appeared  

For the prosecution ------ Smt. Pritima Devi Ld. APP 

For the Defence ----- Sri Dhiren Barman 

Evidence Recorded On: 08/04/16, 29/09/16, 30/03/17, 21/10/17, 17/02/18 

Argument Heard On: 06/04/18 

Judgment Delivered On: 06/04/18 

 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

 

1. The Prosecution Case in nutshell is that an ejahar was lodged on 

30/09/13 with Nalbari Sadar PS by one Sri Mahesh Deka, stating inter alia 

that on 18/01/13 at around 3:30 PM his elder brother Jogen Deka while on 

the way from his house towards the house of their uncle by riding a cycle, 
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near Balilesha Kalimandir Debalaya a moving hero Honda glamar motor 

cycle bearing registration No- AS-14B 2654 driving rashly and negligently 

knocked down his brother from behind for which his brother sustained injury 

in his person. Immediately his brother is admitted at Nalbari Baruah Nursing 

Home and from there he is referred to GMCH for better treatment. It is 

mentioned that as he was busy with the treatment of his brother and hence 

delay caused in lodging ejahar.  

      

2. Upon receiving the ejahar Nalbari PS registered FIR as Nalbari PS case 

No- 82 of 2013 u/s- 279/338/427 of IPC and conducted an investigation, 

thereupon charge sheet is submitted by SI Sri Bhaben Das, Nalbari PS 

against the accused Sri Bapan Baishya for trial u/s 279/338/427 of IPC. 

 

3. In due course, the accused is furnished with the copies as required 

u/s 207 CrPC. Upon hearing the ld. Counsel for the parties and on perusal of 

the record, the particulars of the offences punishable under sections 

279/338/427 of IPC is stated to him by my ld predecessor, which he pleaded 

not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 

4. In support of the case, prosecution examined 5 witnesses including 

the informant. Statement of accused u/s 313 CrPC is recorded with.  

 

5. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION 

 

A.  Whether on 18/01/13 at around 3:30 PM you riding a Hero Honda 

Glamar motor cycle bearing registration no- AS 14B 2654 rashly and 

negligently knocked down informant’s brother Jogen Deka from behind 

while he was on the way from his house towards his uncle’s house by riding 

a cycle and you thereby committed an offence punishable U/S 279 of IPC? 

B.   Whether on the same date, time and place riding hero Honda glamar 

bike bearing registration no- - AS 14B 2654 rashly and negligently you 

caused grievous hurt to informant’s brother Jogen Deka as to endanger 

human life or personal safety and thereby committed an offence u/s 338 of 

IPC?  
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C.  Whether on the same date, time and place you caused wrongful loss 

to the victim Jogen Deka by damaging his cycle and thereby committed an 

offence punishable u/s 427 of IPC? 

6.  I have gone through the evidence available on record, heard 

arguments from both sides. My decision and reasons thereof are discussed 

as under. 

7.  DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF 

8.   PW1 Sri Mintu moni Deka in his evidence deposed informant is known 

to him. Accused is not known to him. He deposed he is aware about 

occurrence. On 18/01/13 accident took place in front of Balilesa field. 

Leaving the cattle while he was on the way towards his house he witnessed 

Jogen Deka riding a cycle is coming from the east side and in front of him 

there is a maruti car. And a glamar bike from behind hit Jogen Deka. Jogen 

Deka fell down on road, and sustained injury in his hand and head. He 

became senseless. He stated stopping a van he sent Jogen Deka for medical 

treatment. He note down bike number and the boy who was riding the 

offending bike is from Tersia village. He also stated he inform to the family 

members of injured.  

9.  PW2 Sri Achyut Deka in his evidence deposed informant Mahesh Deka 

as well as accused is known to him. He deposed accident took place at 

around 3-4 PM in the evening. He deposed that time he was at his shop 

near graveyard. He deposed one bike coming from the west side knocked 

down Jogen and Jogen get senseless. He deposed he took him to Nalbari 

hospital. He deposed he has not seen the accused riding bike.  

10.  PW3 Sri Diganta Deka in his evidence deposed on 02/02/13 he was 

attached at DTO Nalbari as MVI. On that day he has examined one glamour 

motorcycle bearing registration no- AS 14B 2654 in connection with Nalbari 

PS case No- 82 of 13. He deposed his opinion is—i. leg guard bent ii. Head 

lamp only cracked. The vehicle mechanically found in running condition. He 

deposed Ext. 1 report of MVI and Ext. 1(1) is his signature.  

11. PW4 Sri Mahesh Deka in his evidence deposed he lodged this case. He 

deposed Ext. 2 is his ejhar and Ext. 2(1) is his signature. He deposed 
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accused is known to him. Accident took place in the year 2013 at about 2-

2:30 PM. He deposed his brother in a cycle was on way to Balilesha and in 

front of Balilesha high school his brother met with an accident. He deposed 

he heard one bike rider knocked down his brother. He stated at the time of 

accident he was at his home. He deposed hearing about accident he 

reached at spot after 10-15 minutes. He deposed local villagers shifted his 

brother to hospital. He deposed he has seen the bike lying on the spot. He 

deposed he mentioned the bike registration number in his ejahar. He 

deposed he has not seen who and how caused the accident. At Baruah 

hospital he brother received treatment for 2 days. From there his brother is 

sent to Guwahati for treatment. He deposed the cycle of his brother is 

damaged in accident.  

12. PW5 Sri Surjya Kr Barman in his evidence deposed he know the accused 

but does not know the informant. He deposed accident took place about 5 

years ago. He deposed he was not aware about accident and just heard that 

accused Bapan Baishya by riding a bike knocked down the victim. he 

deposed police called him and recorded his statement. He deposed the bike 

which was driving Bapan Baishya at the time of accident belongs to him. He 

deposed after 3 days of accident police called him and directed to bring his 

bike at police station. He deposed police seized his bike at police station. He 

deposed Ext. 3 is the seizure list and Ext. 3(1) is his signature.  

13. I have perused the testimony of PWs one by one and in toto. To bring 

home charge u/s 279 of IPC prosecution has to establish the following 

ingredients: 

(i) The accused was driving a vehicle or riding;  

(ii) He was doing so on a public way; 

(iii) He was also doing so rashly or negligently; 

(iv)The act of driving or riding was to endanger human life or was 

likely to cause hurt or injury to any other person.  

From the above discussion it is clear that the one of the essential 

ingredients of the sections 279 of IPC is rashness or negligence. Criminal 
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Negligence is gross and culpable neglect or failure to exercise that 

reasonable and proper care to guard against injury to the public generally. 

Criminal rashness is hazarding a dangerous or wanton act with the 

knowledge that it is so and that it may cause injury but without the intention 

to cause injury or knowledge that it will be probably caused. The criminality 

lies in running the risk of doing such act with recklessness or indifference as 

to the consequence. In determining whether a person was negligent or 

rash, the standard of reasonable care is that which is reasonably to be 

demanded in the circumstances. Prosecution examined altogether 5 

numbers of witnesses in support of its case. Out of 5 prosecution witnesses 

PW1 and PW2 have seen the accident. Other PWs are hearsay witnesses 

except the PW3 who is MVI and an official witness. PW4 who is informant 

admitted that at the time of occurrence he was at his residence and only 

hearing about accident he reached the spot. He also admitted he has not 

seen the driver of offending vehicle and how accident has occurred. PW5 

also admitted he just heard accused riding his bike knocked down the 

victim. PW2 who claimed he has seen the accident and just after accident 

he reached the spot and sent victim to hospital but at the same time also 

affirmed he has not seen accused riding bike. PW1 in his very evidence 

while elaborating as to how accident occurred deposed that from east side 

Jogen Deka was arriving in cycle and in front of him there was a maruti car 

and from opposite direction one glamour bike knocked down Jogen Deka. 

Victim Jogen Deka fell down on road and sustained injury and he then 

stopping a moving vehicle sent victim to medical for treatment. Nowhere, in 

his evidence he mentioned that accused was driving the offending motor 

cycle rashly and negligently. But regarding rash and negligent driving not a 

single witness deposed anything against accused. The PW5 examined as 

seizure witness reveal that I/O seized his vehicle at police station. One basic 

ingredients of offence u/s 279 of IPC is that when mishap occurred there is 

rash and negligent driving on the part of the accused driver. And in absence 

of any such evidence, the accused person cannot be held guilty of any of 

offences alleged.  
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12.  Situated thus, I find Prosecution failed to prove offence u/s 

279/338/427 of IPC against the accused. Hence, the accused Sri Bapan 

Baishya is hereby acquitted and set at liberty forthwith. 

13.  The bail bond furnished shall discharge on expiry of six months from 

today u/s 437A Crpc. 

14.  Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 06th day of April 

2018. 

        

DULUMONI DAS 

       JMFC, NALBARI 

 

 

APPENDIX 

PROSECUTION WITNESSES 

PW1- Sri Mintu moni Deka 

PW2- Sri Achyut Deka 

PW3- Sri Diganta Deka  

PW4- Sri Mahesh Deka 

PW5- Sri Surjya Kr Barman 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS 

Ext. 1- MVI 

Ext. 1(1)- Signature of Sri Diganta Deka 

Ext. 2- Ejahar 

Ext. 2(1)- Signature of Mahesh Deka 

Ext. 3- Seizure List 

Ext. 3(1)- Signature of Surjya Kumar Barman 

DEFENCE WITNESSES 

NONE 
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DEFENCE EXHIBITS 

NONE 

Dulumoni Das 

JMFC, NALBARI 

      ******************* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


